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Abstract

This chapter serves as an introduction to the volume focused on the molecular and cel-
lular regulation of adaptation to acute and chronic exercise exposure. It begins with a
definition of the overall content of the “sedens–physical activity–exercise training–
fitness” domain. One conclusion from this brief overview is that past and current studies
have primarily dealt with very limited subsets of the traits and parameters of interest to
exercise biologists. Molecular and cellular studies have focused more on adaptation to
exercise and less on variable levels of cardiorespiratory fitness even though the latter is a
powerful indicator of current and future health status and longevity. In this regard,
molecular profiling of intrinsic versus acquired cardiorespiratory fitness would seem
to be an area of research deserving more attention. Although molecular and cellular
studies are clearly reductionist by nature, they constitute the primary material allowing
systems biology to draw inferences about pathways, networks, and systems. Integrative
physiology can be substantially enriched by taking advantage of the findings and les-
sons from molecular studies and systems biology approaches. DNA sequence variation
within and between populations as well as recent advances in the definition of the func-
tional elements in the human and other genomes offer unique opportunities to pursue
new andmore powerful molecular studies, and to reconcile reductionist and integrative
approaches.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All tissues and organs of the human body are affected by exercise par-

ticularly when it is energetically demanding and sustained. There is an abun-

dant literature on the metabolic and physiological changes taking place in

response to acute endurance, high intensity, and resistance exercise even

thoughmuch remains to be learned. Similarly, there is a growing body of data

regarding adaptation of tissues, organs, and systems to regular exercise and

exercise training, particularly with respect to endurance and resistance train-

ing. Although impressive advances have been made on the general topic of

adaptation to exercise, there are still big gaps in knowledge that deserve our

attention.One critical gap in the foundational body of knowledge of exercise

biology is the limited understanding of the universe of molecular transducers

involved in the regulation of adaptation to all forms of acute and chronic

exercise and of the molecular pathways and networks associated with the

health benefits of being physically active. There are many other gaps in

knowledge and a few are of particular interest and are highlighted here.

One blatant weakness is that exercise biology studies by and large cover

only a fraction of the sedens–physical activity–exercise–fitness domain.

Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the multiple dimensions of this

domain. Included in the diagram are the sedens–physical activity–exercise

training continuum, the fitness traits, the exercise exposure dimensions,

Figure 1 Schematic description of the sedentary behavior, physical activity level, exer-
cise training, and fitness domain with its multiple dimensions and some of its
implications.
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the periods of life, health outcomes and aging, and the levels at which exer-

cise biology scientists are investigating adaptation to acute and chronic expo-

sures to exercise. When considering the global domain, it becomes apparent

that exercise biology has thus far mainly focused on limited subsets of con-

ditions and has fallen short of having comprehensively covered the multiple

forms of exercise and fitness that deserve to be thoroughly investigated in

multiple settings and a variety of clinical conditions. For instance, we know

little regarding the impact of spontaneous physical activity or acute and

chronic exposure to low-intensity exercise on multiple tissues and organs.

One obvious conclusion from this quick overview is that the to-do-list of

exercise biology research is extraordinarily long.

A specific area deserving more research is that of the general topic of the

cellular and molecular adaptation to acute and chronic exposures to all types

of exercise.1 As this volume illustrates, we have some understanding of the

cellular and molecular mechanisms associated with adaptation to some

exercise exposures. But it is also clear from the numerous chapters, each

contributed by world-class experts on a given topic, that we have gaping

holes regarding our knowledge of these mechanisms and how they operate

in multiple tissues and organs. Since the physiological responses to acute

exercise exposure and to exercise training are often organ specific,2 defining

the mechanisms underlying tissue and organ specificity should shed light on

the molecular pathways associated with adaptation, maladaptation, or health

benefits. Importantly, even when some of the molecular mechanisms of

adaptation to exercise have been evidenced, they have generally been

investigated under a limited set of exercise conditions such as high-intensity

exercise training or moderate exercise level meeting the current physical

activity guidelines3 and mainly in young adults of European descent. Thus,

there is a need for a massive effort designed to uncover the molecular and

cellular mechanisms underlying tissue and organ adaptation to all forms of

exercise, particularly in light of the importance of regular exercise for the

prevention of common diseases—including diabetes, cardiovascular dis-

eases, cancer, and dementia—and premature death as well as healthy aging.

The same conclusion seemed to have been reached recently by the

leadership of the U.S. National Institutes of Health when they made public

their new physical activity initiative to be funded by the Common Fund

over a six-year period (2016–2022). The focus of this major effort will be

to identify the populations of molecular transducers of adaptation to exercise

in various tissues and organs using a combination of human and animal

model studies.
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2. SEDENTARY TIME, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, AND FITNESS

The topic of sedentary behavior, low physical activity level, and low

cardiorespiratory fitness is one that we have addressed in greater details

recently.3a Professors Jeremy Morris (London bus drivers and conductors)

andRalph Paffenbarger (San Francisco Longshoremen andHarvardUniver-

sity Alumni studies) made the seminal observation that the level of physical

activity on the job or during leisure time was inversely associated with mor-

tality rates.4–9 These observations have been repeated multiple times in large

studies focusing on middle-aged adults as well as older people.10,11 Prospec-

tive epidemiological studies have established over the last 60 years or so that

the lower death rates resulting from a physically active lifestyle were seen for

all-cause, cardiovascular, and cancer mortality. Regular exercise translates

into multiple wide-ranging health benefits such that it has been defined

by some as the equivalent of a “polypill” with favorable pleiotropic effects

on all organs and systems.12

On the other hand, a number of studies reported in the last decade have

highlighted the fact that sedentary behavior was also associated with mortal-

ity rates, with the most sedentary individuals exhibiting higher death rates.

The first population study to focus on this question was a dose–response pro-

spective study of participants of the 1981 Canada Fitness Survey, and it rev-

ealed a graded relationship between amount of sitting time and all-cause and

cardiovascular mortality.13 When the groups with the highest and lowest

amount of daily sitting time were compared, the reduction in risk of death

associated with less sitting time was about 15–20%, a risk reduction effect

that persisted after adjustment for leisure time physical activity and body

mass index. This observation has been confirmed in subsequent cohort stud-

ies from around the world.

Sedentary behavior and physical activity level have strong influences on

mortality rates but so does cardiorespiratory fitness. This was well illustrated

by reports from the laboratory of Professor Steven Blair based on the Aer-

obic Center Longitudinal Study starting in the 1980s.14 The main findings

from a series of papers published by Blair and colleagues are that low cardio-

respiratory fitness, as estimated by time on a treadmill test to exhaustion, was

associated with higher all-cause, cardiovascular, and cancer death rates and

that this association was found to be present in overweight, diabetic, hyper-

tensive, or hypercholesterolemic adults.14 Interestingly, the same trend is

observed in older adults in whom the powerful risk reduction impact of
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cardiorespiratory fitness on mortality was observed among male veterans

from 65 to 90 years of age.15

In summary, a high altitude review of the evidence accumulated thus far

strongly suggests that low cardiorespiratory fitness, low physical activity

level, and increasing sedentary behavior are powerful predictors of all-cause,

cardiovascular, and perhaps cancer mortality. These observations have con-

siderable implications for the research agenda on exercise molecular mech-

anisms. Much energy is currently devoted to discovering the signaling

pathways and molecular regulation of gene expression in relevant tissues

(especially skeletal muscle) in response to acute and chronic exposure to

exercise, particularly aerobic and resistance exercise. In contrast, little atten-

tion is being paid to tissue and organ molecular profiling of low versus mod-

erate versus high cardiorespiratory fitness with the aim of discovering some

of the molecular mechanisms at play in the relation between fitness, disease

prevention, and longevity. Although the basic notion of targeting cardiore-

spiratory fitness for molecular studies appears to be simple on the surface, it

would be in fact a complex undertaking for a number of reasons. For

instance, it should be rather easy to identify adults with targeted cardiorespi-

ratory fitness levels among subjects of existing long-term prospective

cohorts, but accessibility of tissues, beyond skin, muscle, adipose tissue,

blood, feces, and urine poses a major problem. A thorough molecular explo-

ration should ideally include not only these tissues but also heart, lung, liver

pancreas, kidney, bone, and brain to name but the most obvious ones. The

only reasonable way to overcome this critical limitation would be to perform

the same molecular and cellular studies on animal models. In this regard,

there is solid evidence that the relationship between cardiorespiratory fitness

and mortality rates described in humans is also observed in rodents. In a

recent study, it was reported that, in rats kept sedentary all their life, those

with a high intrinsic cardiorespiratory fitness, as measured by the distance

they could run on a treadmill, lived 28–45% longer than the rats with a

low cardiorespiratory fitness.16

One critical topic to address would be that of untangling the intrinsic and

acquired component of the cardiorespiratory fitness phenotype at the indi-

vidual level. An adult has an intrinsic level of cardiorespiratory fitness which

can be observed in a direct manner by measuring maximal oxygen uptake

adjusted for body mass and body composition in people who have a life his-

tory of being sedentary. For instance, among 174 sedentary young adult

males, 17–35 years of age, measured twice (on separate days) for VO2max

at baseline in the HERITAGE Family Study, the mean value was 41 mL
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O2/kg/min with an SD of 8 mL (Fig. 2A). The distribution of VO2max

scores was almost perfectly Gaussian, which implies that about 7% had a

VO2max/kg of 29 mL or less (1.5 SD below the mean) and the same per-

centage exhibited a cardiorespiratory fitness level about 53 mL/kg and

more, an extraordinary degree of heterogeneity in such a fundamental bio-

logical property among people who are confirmed sedentary with no signif-

icant amount of exercise training in their past. These data clearly show that

there is a substantial fraction of sedentary adults who maintains a relatively

high VO2max despite the fact that they do not engage in any exercise pro-

gram. Actually, some sedentary young adults maintain a VO2max of 55 mL

O2/kg/min and more, a level of cardiorespiratory fitness that is even out of

reach to many exercisers.

The importance of cardiorespiratory fitness from a biological point of

view and the complexity of its interpretation with regard to mortality rates

are augmented by the fact that the sedens level of VO2max can be improved

in most people by appropriate behavior, i.e., regular physical activity and

especially exercise training. To illustrate this point, let us use again the same

174 young adult males of HERITAGE. They were trained for 20 weeks and

achieved what we can call perfect adherence to the exercise training proto-

col. Maximal oxygen uptake was measured twice before the exercise pro-

gram and twice again posttraining, i.e., 24 and 72 h after the last exercise

session. The gains in VO2max (expressed in % of baseline) are illustrated

in Fig. 2B. We note from the figure that the mean gain calculated from

Figure 2 Distribution of VO2max/kg body weight values in 174 sedentary men, 17–35
years of age, from the HERITAGE Family Study (A). Distribution of the VO2max changes in
% of baseline levels in response to a standardized endurance training program of
20 weeks in the same sedentary subjects (B).
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the increase in mL O2 was 16% with an SD of 9% with a distribution of

scores clearly skewed to the right, i.e., skewed in the direction of the high

gainers in response to the same exercise prescription. This extraordinary

range of training responses occurred in spite of the fact that the program

was fully standardized and that adherence to the exercise sessions, which

were all performed in the laboratory under constant supervision, was

deemed excellent. A substantial fraction of this group increased their indi-

cator of cardiorespiratory fitness by 40% and more, whereas a large number

gained 10% and less.

Personal characteristics, such as age and gender, are exerting major influ-

ences on intrinsic fitness level (sedens VO2max) and on the absolute response

(delta mL O2) to an exercise program but not on the gains expressed in per-

centage of pretraining baseline level as the percentage VO2max gain is the

same on average in men and women and does not vary across age

groups.17–19 Ethnicity, defined here as blacks versus whites, is not contrib-

uting to either the intrinsic VO2max level adjusted for body mass and body

composition or its trainability when expressed as a percentage of baseline

level.17 The intrinsic cardiorespiratory fitness level adjusted for age, gender,

body mass, and body composition is characterized by a heritability compo-

nent of the order of 50%.20 Similarly, the trainability of VO2max, expressed

in terms of gains in mL O2, has a heritability level of about 45%.
19 Interest-

ingly, there is no correlation between baseline, intrinsic fitness level and its

trainability, with an r2 (�100) of the order of 1%.17,19

The above observations raise many questions concerning the interpreta-

tion of the strong association between cardiorespiratory fitness level and

mortality rate in prospective studies. They are too numerous to be all listed

here but a number of examples will suffice to illustrate how critical the gen-

eral topic of cardiorespiratory fitness, health, and longevity is to those with

an interest in the study of the exercise biology and particularly the molecular

basis of the causal relation between regular exercise and cardiorespiratory

fitness. What are the biological differences between low and high fitness

groups in molecular profiling at the level of the cardiovascular system, brain,

lung, liver, kidneys, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue?What are the molec-

ular mechanisms accounting for the mortality rate difference between low

and high cardiorespiratory fitness groups? Can the link between cardiorespi-

ratory fitness and mortality rate in sedentary adults or in active adults be

defined in terms of genomic, epigenomic, gene expression, and protein

abundance differences in key tissues? What are the contributions to the

fitness–mortality relationship of the sedentary levels of secreted myokines
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and adipokines, regulation of apoptosis, autophagy, stem cell populations,

and subsets of miRNAs? An overarching question would be whether per-

sons with a high intrinsic cardiorespiratory fitness level enjoy lower mortal-

ity rates comparable to those with more modest intrinsic fitness level but

who are exercising regularly? If so, what are the molecular mechanisms driv-

ing these relationships to better health and longevity and are they identical in

both groups?

3. REDUCTIONISM, SYSTEMS BIOLOGY, AND
INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY

From time to time, we hear that integrative physiology is what we

should focus on and that reductionist approaches are not contributing mean-

ingful advances to our understanding of the adaptation of living organisms,

especially humans, to acute and chronic exercise. Such views are not

extremely frequent but they have been expressed by some of the most

respected scientists in the field. For instance, Michael Joyner from the Mayo

Clinic has provocatively affirmed that molecular biology and omics technol-

ogies have so far failed to deliver and asked whether physiology has the

potential to fill the intellectual void left by reductionists.21 According to

him, reductionism is replete with “heroic narratives” and progress typically

arising from reductionist research strategies is equivalent to “mirages,”

which are said to be stalling progress in physiology. Obviously, Joyner wants

to provoke a debate and is pushing the limit in his expose of physiology as an

antidote to molecular physiology.21 But the basic question remains: Are the

advances in our understanding of the molecular physiology of adaptation to

exercise disconnected from progress in integrative biology? One could argue

that the opposite is actually taking place. This volume provides an array of

examples illustrating the fact that the science flows bidirectionally, i.e., from

whole organism physiology to molecular studies and back to tissues, organs,

and systems for further validation and potentially translational opportunities.

Molecular physiologists are particularly aware of the central observation

that biological regulation of a given trait operates as a complex, multifacto-

rial, and widely distributed system in all mammalian organisms. Adaptation

to any behavior change or an environmental stimulus is in the end an inte-

gration of multiple mechanisms that are interactive, flexible, and redundant,

the latter reflecting epistasis, pleiotropism, or independent mechanisms that

come into play in response to upstream signaling events or feedback path-

ways. What reductionist scientists are guilty of is simply of trying to
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understand subsets of the molecular events taking place when whole-body

changes occur with an acute or repeated exposure to exercise or other stim-

uli. I would venture to say that exercise molecular biologists as a group are of

this school of thought and share the view that “every adaptation is an

integration.”22

It is difficult to understand how criticizing those who devote expertise,

time, and energy to the study of the molecular mechanisms of adaptation to

exercise can enhance our collective quest for the truth. One of the important

advances of the last couple of decades has been the emergence of the field of

“systems biology,” which aims at integrating all the evidence generated at

the molecular level into pathways, networks, and systems, which is simply

and clearly a recognition by even hard core reductionists that adaptation can

ultimately be understood only by attempting integration. One can perhaps

conclude that system biology is likely to fail as it is still too close to the

molecular and the omics.21 An alternative view would simply recognize that

systems biology aims at integrating the molecular evidence and that it con-

stitutes a critical platform upon which integrative physiology and precision

medicine will ultimately have a chance to thrive. One can only imagine how

much stronger would the integrative physiology of exercise become if we

had a comprehensive understanding of all molecular events taking place

in response to acute and chronic exposure to exercise.

A productive path was laid out in a review by Greenhaff and Har-

greaves23 in which they recognize that molecular approaches, systems biol-

ogy, and integrative physiology are conceptually different but they all strive

for the same goal even though they rely on variable theoretical frameworks,

technologies, and designs. Reductionist approaches are absolutely essential if

we are to gain an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms by which the

human organism as a whole adapts to the demands of acute and chronic

exposure to exercise. One needs only to consult recent review papers on

the molecular mechanisms driving the adaptation of skeletal muscle to acute

and chronic exercise to develop a sense of excitement on the multitude of

opportunities that the advances brought about largely by technologically

intensive reductionist approaches represent for exercise biology.24,25 This

reality is clearly recognized by the American Physiological Society, the

advocate-in-chief organization for integrative physiology, which advertises

quite visibly on its website that APS stands for “Integrating the Life Sciences

from Molecule to Organism,” a position that should be sufficient to stop all

dissenting voices about the merit of reductionist approaches. In this regard,

the advances of the last 15 years on the coding and noncoding sequences and
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other features of the human genome have paved the way for a more pro-

found understanding of the molecular regulation of adaptation in the

broad sense.

4. GENOMIC AND ENCODE FACTS: A GOLD MINE FOR
EXERCISE BIOLOGY

A powerful reason for the widespread use of reductionist approaches

in the study of human variation for any traits, including those of interest to

exercise biology, is that the human genome is extremely complex and can-

not be apprehended by simple holistic methods and models. With the com-

pletion of the Human Genome Project, which gave us most of the sequence

of the human genome and subsequently of the genomes of common animal

models for the study of health and disease, the stage was set for exciting

advances in our understanding of regulation at the molecular level.26,27 Fur-

ther progress in our knowledge of the complexity of the human genomewas

stimulated by the International HapMap and the 1000 Genomes Project

which focused on sequence differences within and between populations

and on patterns of human variation in the genome.28,29 Since 2003, a large

number of laboratories and scientists have been engaged in a massive effort to

identify all the functional elements in the human genomic sequence. The

effort is known as ENCODE, the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements. In

2012, in a series of papers published in Nature and other leading journals,

ENCODE reported on functional products of the human genome.30 More

recently, the consortium presented evidence that combinations of biochem-

ical, evolutionary, and genetic evidence provided complementary and more

powerful evidence on the functionality of genomic regions.31

Among the most remarkable features that are of relevance to reduction-

ist, systems biology, and integrative approaches in exercise biology, we will

emphasize here just a few. Even though only about 1% of the human

genome sequence encodes the estimated 20,687 protein-coding genes,

80% of the genome is transcribed and participates in the regulation of these

genes and other cellular events. The human genome harbors almost 3 mil-

lion protein-binding sites along its DNA. The 1800 or so transcription fac-

tors have been shown to bind at DNA sites representing about 8% of the

genome. ENCODE along with other efforts has revealed that there are

about 8800 small RNAs and more than 9600 long RNAs being transcribed

in at least one type of cells. About 1000 of these small RNAs are known to be

functionally relevant miRNAs. Many of these RNAs participate in the
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regulation of transcription and translation. Onemore set of numbers to show

the complexity of the molecular regular regulation at the cellular level:

humanDNA encodes about 70,000 promoter regions and 400,000 enhancer

regions, which can be at substantial genomic distance from the genes they

are known to regulate. In brief, a whole web of regulatory molecules and

DNA-binding sequences are involved in what can only be defined as a com-

plex, widely distributed regulation of less than 21,000 protein-coding genes

and other cellular functions.

In addition to the organizational complexity of the human genome, one

needs to appreciate also the impact of variability in DNA sequence among

people on biology in general and adaptation to exercise in particular. For

instance, there are more than 40 million common single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNPs) in which the variant allele has a frequency of at least

1% in one human population. Whole-genome sequencing in thousands

of individuals has shown that any given person carries from 3 to 4 million

common SNPs. Among the latter, more than 10,000 translate into non-

synonymous nucleotide changes, about 100 result in premature stop codons,

more than 250 are loss-of-function variants, and up to 100 are DNA variants

previously known to be disease causing even though the individuals carrying

them do not exhibit such diseases at this point in time. Among other critical

genomic features, any given individual carries more than 200 in-frame inser-

tions or deletions, in excess of 1000 copy number variants at repeated DNA

segments longer than 450 base pairs and even more polymorphisms in the

number of copies for shorter repeats. One other source of variability: any

given person carries as much as 500,000 rare variants that may be unique

to the individual or the individual’s family or pedigree.32 In contrast to com-

mon polymorphisms, rare variants may exhibit larger effect sizes on the biol-

ogy or the trait of interest. One striking example of the importance of rare

variants for exercise biology is that of the Finnish skier legend, Aero Antero

Matyranta, who won five gold medals, four silver medals, and three bronze

medals at Olympic Games and World Championships in cross-country ski-

ing events in the 1960s. It was shown that he had over the years hemoglobin

levels in the range of 200–230 g/L with hematocrit around 68%.33 Reports

have documented that he had primary familial and congenital polycythemia

due to a mutation in the erythropoietin (EPOR) gene. The EPORmutation

resulted in a truncation of 70 C-terminal amino acids of the gene. The G to

A transition converted the TGG triplet encoding tryptophan to a TAG stop

codon. In the Finnish pedigree composed of about 200 relatives, 29 were

shown to harbor the same EPORmutation.34 It appears that he was the only
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one among all affected relatives whowas able to compete at the international

level in endurance events. He may have been the only one for which com-

plex cellular regulatory systems allowed him to benefit from a very high

oxygen-carrying capacity while not being unduly clinically affected by his

polycythemia.

5. ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THE VOLUME

The volume is organized around 21 chapters. Chapters 2–4 focus on

the molecular and cellular regulation of carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins,

respectively, in relation to acute and chronic exposure to exercise. Chapter 5

reviews the evidence for mitochondrial biogenesis and degradation leading

to expansion of the mitochondrial reticulum in response to repeated expo-

sure to exercise. Chapter 6 covers the topic of the molecular regulation in

skeletal muscle of the response to endurance exercise, while Chapter 7

focuses on the regulation of skeletal muscle hypertrophy. Chapter 8 deals

with regulation of adipose tissue metabolism in response to exercise.

Chapter 9 addresses the same issue but for the liver and hepatic metabolism.

Chapter 10 covers the topics of exercise and the regulation of angiogenesis

and vascular biology. Chapter 11 reviews the regulation of the response to

exercise of bone, ligaments, cartilage, tendon, myotendinous junctions, and

connective tissue. Chapter 12 covers the regulation of endocrine hormones

and exercise. Chapter 13 is focused on the regulation of myokines,

adipokines, and adipomyokines in adaptation to exercise. Chapter 14

reviews the topic of the regulation of inflammatory response and exercise.

Chapter 15 deals with exercise and the regulation of immune functions.

Chapter 16 examines the evidence for the role of exercise in the regulation

of neurogenesis and brain functions. Chapter 17 addresses the rapidly evolv-

ing science of the changes taking place in leukocytes and skeletal muscle

apoptosis and autophagy in response to acute and chronic endurance and

resistance exercise. Chapter 18 provides an extensive summary of the rapidly

growing evidence for a role of stem cell recruitment and biology in adap-

tation to exercise. Chapter 19 deals with the role of genomic and epi-

genomic markers in the complex regulation of gene expression when

meeting the demands of acute and chronic exercise. Chapter 20 examines

what is known about the emerging science of microRNAs in the adaptation

to exercise. Finally, Chapter 21 was given the task of addressing the topic of

exercise as the equivalent of a “polypill” against a number of common

chronic ailments and it provides a broad coverage of this exciting concept.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, a number of issues related to the content of the volume

are raised. An attempt is made at defining the global field represented by the

sedens–physical activity–exercise training–fitness domain. One major con-

clusion arising from the brief discussion of the topic is that many dimensions

of this conceptual domain are not addressed in past and current portfolios of

scientific research. Two behavioral traits (sedentary behavior and physical

activity level) and one state (cardiorespiratory fitness) have been widely con-

sidered in studies pertaining to health indicators and longevity. A powerful

predictor of health status and longevity is cardiorespiratory fitness but it is

also one of the most challenging to investigate. In this regard, inherent car-

diorespiratory fitness (in the sedentary state) and acquired fitness seem to be

both important but no study has thus far attempted to identify their specific

contributions in humans.

Molecular and cellular biologists are keenly aware that biological regu-

lation is widely distributed and that adaptation is the result of an integration

of multiple signals and mechanisms that are interactive, flexible, and redun-

dant. Thus, opposing the science done at the ground level (reductionist

approaches) against that performed on whole organisms (integrative physi-

ology) is not likely to be a productive exercise as integrative physiology can

only develop better and more powerful models when it incorporates all

lines of evidence. We posit here that molecular studies, systems biology,

and integrative physiology are intimately connected and ought to be seen

as components of a comprehensive human biology research enterprise.With

the growing completeness of the human genome sequence and understand-

ing of the functional elements of the nonprotein coding sequences, as pro-

gressively revealed by the ENCODE project, it is an exciting time to be

involved in the study of the molecular regulation of adaptation to acute

and chronic exercise exposure. The last section of the chapter outlines

the main topics covered by the other 20 chapters of the volume.
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